RIDERS UNITE!

We ORGANIZE in under 10 minutes.

Support the struggle at GORILLAS in Berlin!
Follow @GorillasWorkers

Union advice for riders in Frankfurt
fauffm-beratung@fau.org
Maximum profit, minimum responsibility!

It is a decent activity to provide others with foodstuffs and thereby fulfill a basic need of beings. However, the system championed by companies such as Gorillas is inhuman. Employees who chose to unionize are being systematically bullied, and a toxic atmosphere of uncertainty creates additional pressure on the riders.

For instance, Gorillas tries to keep employees from organizing themselves by all means available. This anti-employee course exemplifies a common practice, which aims to generate as much profit as possible on the backs of the employees. The exploitation of employees is being enforced especially within the delivery service sector, not least by means of suppressing unionization activities by the workers.

The market strategy of these companies is governed ideologically by radical capitalism, which regards entrepreneurial obligations towards the common good and protection of employees as evils to be overcome.

- Therefore we call to support resistance against exploiters like Domino’s, Lieferando or Gorillas.
- We call to support local workers’ collectives/site groups to put an end to those illegal and immoral methods!
- For immediate abolition of all timely limited employment contracts!
- An end to forms of exploitation and repression such as wage dumping, unpaid work and trial work!
- For a right to a humane livelihood – within the delivery service sector and everywhere else!
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